The stability properties of a class of explicit multipolar vortex solutions of the two-dimensional Euler equations found in Crowdy ͓Phys. Fluids. 11, 2556 ͑1999͔͒ are studied. While the tripole solutions are linearly unstable in all configurations, it is found that the exact quadrupolar vortices have distinguished linear stability properties revealing them to be neutrally stable in all configurations. This result is consistent with observations by previous investigators on the general robustness of quadrupolar vortex structures. Higher-order multipolar structures are linearly unstable when the satellites are too close together, but become neutrally stable when the satellites are far enough apart and the ambient vortex patch sufficiently distorted. The nonlinear evolution of perturbed solutions is investigated numerically using contour dynamics methods. Some new results concerning limiting states involving cusp singularities in the vortex patch boundaries are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multipolar vortices are a recurring dynamical feature in many large-scale geophysical, atmospheric, and astrophysical flows. The term refers to a collection of coherent vortex structures with distributions of vorticity having certain characteristic geometrical arrangements. Monopoles, dipoles, tripoles, and quadrupoles, for example, refer to vorticity distributions having one, two, three, and four distinct vorticity extrema. Higher order structures have correspondingly larger numbers of such extrema. Typically, in an n-polar vortex a central core of vorticity of one sign is shielded by nϪ1 satellite vortices all of opposite sign such that the total circulation of the structure is approximately zero and the combined structure rotates steadily. One way in which multipolar vortices have been observed to form is via the instability of shielded monopolar structures. A linear stability analysis of a shielded two-contour Rankine vortex by Flierl 2 showed the possibility of the formation of higher-order multipolar structures from the barotropic instability of shielded monopoles.
Once formed, the stability of these multipolar vortices is of great interest and has attracted the efforts of many researchers. The monopole and dipole have long been studied in the literature. The form and structure of the tripole was studied in detail by Polvani and Carton 3 and most instances shown to be stable. The case of the quadrupole has also received much attention in the last decade, not least because it appears to be relatively robust compared to higher order structures. Carton 4 observed the formation of ͑transient͒ quadrupoles in his study of the merger of shielded vortices. In a study of tornadoes using contour dynamics, Lin 5 observed the formation of triangular vortices via the nonlinear destabilization of shielded monopolar structures. Carnevale and Kloosterziel 6 have studied the formation, evolution and stability, both experimentally and numerically, of various multipolar vortex structures with emphasis on the triangular ͑quadrupolar͒ vortex. Their conclusion is that, unlike pentapolar and other higher order structures, the quadrupole proves relatively robust and stable to perturbations of appropriately small amplitude. They also studied a point vortex model of a symmetric triangular vortex and showed that the configuration is stable to finite perturbations in both the equilibrium positions and strengths of the satellites. Morel and Carton 7 independently reached similar conclusions on the robustness of the quadrupolar vortex and concluded that they are robust whether initially perturbed or not and can resist certain rather severe deformations. Morel and Carton 7 remark on the fact that, starting from different initial conditions, their results are in qualitative agreement with those of Carnevale and Kloosterziel. 6 A class of exact solutions of the two-dimensional Euler equations representing multipolar vortex structures with distributed vorticity has recently been found by Crowdy. 1 For each Nу2, the analysis of Ref. 1 provides a continuous oneparameter family ͑parametrized by a real parameter a͒ of solutions which, in the limit a→ϱ become increasingly monopolar in form but which, as a decreases, develop into coherent structures possessing all the qualitative features which are now recognized as characterizing an (Nϩ1)-polar vortex. The exact solution class consists of various finite distributions of line vortices superposed on an ambient vortex patch comprising a distributed region of uniform vorticity.
Beyond the realm of multipolar vortices, vortical configurations involving line vortices superposed on a background vorticity patch have recently been the subject of much theoretical and experimental investigation in other contexts. Lin 5 studies the evolution of a small-scale line vortex superposed on a vortex patch to model a tornado vortex moving in a tornado mesocyclone. In this application, the background patch of vorticity models the tornado mesocy-clone while a smaller-scale vortex typically models the tornado cyclone. As discussed by Lin, the ''multiple vortex'' phenomenon is now well known in the study of tornadoes and consists of a situation in which the tornado core is surrounded by a number of orbiting ''suction spots'' which are often seen to orbit the core and are the cause of much damage and destruction. It is conceivable that the central line vortex in the solutions of Ref. 1 might model the core of the tornado cyclone ͑superposed on the ambient vortex patch which models the tornado mesocyclone͒ with the satellite line vortices modelling the suction spots. Patch/line-vortex systems are also studied because of their relevance in modelling the relaxation of 2D turbulence in which an initially turbulent vorticity distribution coalesces into a number of distinct vorticity maxima effectively superposed on the region of ambient vorticity. 8 Durkin and Fajans 9,10 have performed experiments in a Malmberg-Penning trap in an attempt to under the dynamics of ''vortex-within-a-vortex'' phenomena. Jin and Dubin 11 later performed an analysis on such a system.
It is of interest to examine the stability properties of the exact multipolar vortices of Ref. 1 . This is the subject of the present paper. A convenient feature of the exact solutions of Ref. 1 is that the linear stability properties can be systematically studied as a function of the continuous parameter a for each integer Nу2. This requires a numerical treatment but is considerably simplified by knowledge of closed-form formulas for the base-state solutions.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Sec. II the relevant formulas for the exact solutions found in Ref. 1 are reviewed. This section also includes a detailed discussion, not included in the original presentation, 1 of limiting states within this class. Section III presents an analytical treatment of the linear stability of the basic shielded Rankine vortex ͑which was the starting point for the generalized solutions found in Ref. 1͒. Then, the linear stability of the general solutions of Ref. 1 is studied using a numerical spectral method based on Taylor and Laurent series. Section IV describes a numerical investigation, using contour dynamics methods, into the nonlinear evolution of the solution class, starting with some preliminary observations on the nonlinear stability of the shielded Rankine vortex. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results ͑Sec. V͒.
II. EXACT SOLUTIONS OF REF. 1

A. Review
The solutions in Crowdy 1 consist of a simply connected patch of uniform vorticity on which a finite distribution of line vortices are superposed such that the global configuration is in dynamic equilibrium. A schematic of a typical quadrupolar vortex is shown in Fig. 1 . can be chosen arbitrarily. For any integer Nу2, the shape of the vortex patch is described by a conformal map z 0 () from the unit disc ͑in a parametric plane͒ to the interior of the patch. The mapping takes the unit circle ͉͉ϭ1 to the boundary of the vortex patch and is given by
where R, a, and b are suitable real parameters. Given a and N, the value of b is the solution of the nonlinear algebraic equation
an equation that is independent of R. z 0 () and z 0 () denote the first and second derivatives of z 0 (). This nonlinear equation for b can be rearranged to form a quadratic,
where
which allows b(a;N) to be found explicitly as b͑a;N ͒ϭ
͑5͒
The second possible solution for b does not yield a conformal map that is a univalent function in the unit circle and is therefore physically inadmissible. The fact that a closed-form analytical expression for b(a;N) can be derived is not stated in Crowdy, 1 but is a significant observation because it renders the exact solution class completely explicit.
R is an arbitrary normalization parameter which determines the size of the vortex structure. Let A denote the area of the patch. In Ref. 1 R is chosen so that Aϭ. Here, a different choice is made; we specify that each of the satellite line vortices is a unit distance from the central line vortex which is at the coordinate origin. Because the map ͑1͒ has a satellite line vortex on the negative real axis, we insist that this vortex is in fact at zϭϪ1 leading to
With this choice, the central line vortex is at zϭ0 while the N satellite line vortices are at
The strength ⌫ 0 of the central line vortex and the strength ⌫ s of each of the satellite line vortices are given by
Let ⌫ p denote the total circulation of the patch of area A and uniform vorticity , then
The fact that the total circulation of the coherent structure is zero implies that the circulations are related via
B. Limiting states
We now discuss the limiting states of the class of exact solutions just described and both clarify and amplify some brief remarks made on this matter in Ref. 1 .
The subject of limiting V-states has a rich history in the vortex dynamics literature. The term ''V-state'' normally refers to a globally uniform, simply-connected patch of vorticity. 12 Overman 13 has performed a study of limiting Vstates and, by means of a local analysis, has shown that points of nonanalyticity in the boundaries of patches of uniform vorticity can either be 90°corners or cusps. Overman also examines the literature for equilibrium solutions of the Euler equations involving uniform V-states and concludes, using a combination of local and global arguments, that all known solutions exhibit corner formation as the relevant limiting states. At that time, no examples of limiting V-state equilibria exhibiting cusps were known. The solutions found in Crowdy, 1 while consisting of patches of uniform vorticity are not, strictly speaking, V-states in the sense that the vorticity in the patch is not globally uniform. There is also a finite distribution of superposed line vortices. Nevertheless, the local analysis of Overman which leads to the conclusion that points of nonanalyticity in the boundaries of locally uniform patches of vorticity must be either 90°corners or cusps still pertains to the solutions of Crowdy 1 ͑provided a line vortex does not draw close to the point of nonanalyticity in the limit͒. It is therefore of interest to examine whether the solutions of Crowdy 1 are consistent with Overman's analysis.
In a short section of Ref. 1 on limiting vortex shapes, the term ''limiting'' is used loosely to exhibit the qualitative fact that as the parameter a gets large a monopolar vortex ͑resem-bling the shielded Rankine vortex͒ is obtained while as a draws close to unity multipolar vortex structures having shapes highly reminiscent of some schematical drawings of Carnevale and Kloosterziel 6 are observed. In Fig. 8 
To find a asymp (N) it is simply necessary to solve the modified nonlinear equation and a asymp (4) , respectively. As a remark, Crowdy 15 has shown that there exists a branch of multipolar equilibria consisting of doubly connected regions of vorticity which bifurcate from the steady solutions ͑11͒ with aϭa asymp (N) for each Nу3. These solutions are parametrized by a parameter which, when equal to zero, give the solutions ͑11͒ with aϭa asymp (N) . For Ͼ0, a small region of quiescent irrotational fluid centered at the origin begins to develop thus forming an annulus of vorticity containing N line vortex singularities.
Having better understood the vertical asymptotes in the b-against-a graphs for Nу3, the question arises as to exactly should now provide the limiting states in the same sense used by Overman. 13 It turns out that, for each Nу3, a critical value of the parameter a exists at which N cusps form simultaneously at N distinct points on the boundary of the vortex patch. The critical a value in each case will be denoted a crit (N) . For a given N, exact solutions exist for any value of the continuous real parameter a in the range
To find a crit (N) it is necessary to solve the stationarity condition ͑2͒ and the equation
simultaneously for a crit (N) and the corresponding b crit (N) . These two nonlinear equations can be solved numerically using Newton's method ͑or, indeed, solved analytically͒. The solutions for the first few values of N are found to be
Recall that a necessary condition for ͑1͒ to represent a univalent conformal map from the unit disc to the vortex patch is that z 0 vanishes nowhere inside ͉͉р1. A zero impinging on the unit circle will lead to a loss of univalency of the conformal map and will therefore constitute a limiting state. By symmetry, the limiting case of the conformal map ͑1͒ corresponds to N simple zero of z 0 simultaneously impinging on the unit circle. This gives rise to the simultaneous formation of N cusps in the boundary of the vortex patch. The critical patch shapes for Nϭ3, 4, and 5 are shown in Fig. 7 . For situation for Nϭ2 is different and is the case considered in most detail in Ref. 1 . It is found that a can draw arbitrarily close to 1 and, in this limit, the corresponding patch resembles two touching circular discs while the two satellite line vortices tend towards the center of each of these two discs. The solution for aϭ1.05 is shown in Fig. 8 . There is a line vortex at the center of the configuration at the point to which the two cusps in the patch boundary are tending. Strictly speaking, care is needed in applying the local analysis of Overman to this case because, in the limit, the point of nonanalyticity of the vortex boundary coincides with a line vortex singularity. However, the strength of this line vortex tends to zero in the limit and two cusps are still seen to form in the boundary of the patch. We do not investigate this point in any detail. A class of rotating V-states exhibiting cusp singularities in their limiting configurations has recently been found by Crowdy. 14 A detailed local analysis of both the limiting patch shape and velocity field is performed in Ref.
14 and, while we omit the details, a similar analysis can be performed for the exact solution class of interest here.
If the central line vortex is removed, the vortex configuration in Fig. 8 resembles two touching shielded Rankine vortices. The general idea of combining a disjoint collection of shielded Rankine vortices ͑which do not interact if they do not overlap͒ to form more complicated global equilibria of the two-dimensional Euler equation proves to be a fruitful one. Crowdy 15, 16 has shown that there are situations in which a number of initially disjoint shielded Rankine vortices can draw into contact and be ''continued'' to form higher-order compound vortices. The reader is referred to Refs. 15 and 16 for a development of these ideas.
III. LINEAR STABILITY
A. Shielded Rankine vortex
Flierl
2 has examined the linear stability of a zero total circulation monopolar structure consisting of a unit circular disc rр1 of unit positive vorticity shielded by an annular patch of uniform vorticity Ϫq for radii between 1ϽrϽd. It is found that as the width of the outer annulus decreases, the wave number of the most linearly unstable mode also increases.
The shielded Rankine vortex can be understood as a limit of Flierl's configuration; the outer radius d of the annu- lus is rescaled to unity while the area of the enclosed circular patch is reduced to zero while simultaneously increasing its vorticity to infinity in such a way as to keep the total circulation of the enclosed vortex constant. In spite of this, it is not particularly straightforward to compute the corresponding limit of Flierl's linear stability results. Therefore, we now proceed to use rather separate analytical methods to explicitly study the linear stability of the shielded Rankine vortex solution. This analysis is useful for two reasons: first, it will provide a check on the numerical code written to find the linear stability spectrum in the general case; second, it is instructive in explaining the general numerical method to be employed later.
The steady shielded Rankine vortex solution can be written
͑17͒
Under a general ͑irrotational͒ perturbation, the Helmholtz vortex theorems 18 can be used to deduce that the velocity field associated with the perturbed vortex can be written as
where D(t) now denotes the perturbed patch and F(z,t) and G(z,t) are functions analytic inside and outside D(t), respectively. ẑ 0 (t) denotes the ͑perturbed͒ position of the central line vortex. The dynamic pressure condition is equivalent to continuity of the velocity field on the patch boundary. This implies
Equation ͑19͒ constitutes a Riemann-Hilbert problem for the analytic functions F(z,t) and G(z,t).
We now assume that the perturbations are small so that their evolution can be described within linear theory. The base-state conformal map in this case is simply
It is now conjectured that the linear eigenmodes have the functional form a n (t) n for nу1 where a n (t)C is an order one quantity so that the perturbed conformal map has the form
The perturbed position of the central line vortex is assumed to have the form
where b(t)C is an order one quantity. We now verify that this ansatz for the linear eigenmodes is correct. First consider ͑19͒. Using ͑21͒ and ͑22͒ in ͑19͒ it is seen
Expanding correction to O͑⑀͒,
͑24͒
The first two terms on the right-hand side are clearly not analytic inside the patch. Indeed, it is deduced that
which is analytic inside the patch.
The kinematic boundary condition can be written in the form
To proceed, it is assumed that all perturbed quantities have a time dependence of the form e t where is an eigenvalue which remains to be determined. In particular, a n ͑ t ͒ϭã n e t , b͑t ͒ϭb e t , ā n ͑ t ͒ϭã n *e t ,
where ã n , b , ã n * , b * are complex constants. The coefficients ã n * and b * are not assumed to be the actual complex conjugates of ã n and b. To clarify notation, the actual complex conjugate of ã n will be denoted ã n . Henceforth, ã n and ã n * are independent complex parameters, as are b and b *.
This technique is also used in Meiron, Saffman and Schatzman 17 in their study of the linear stability of inviscid vortex streets. A physically realistic perturbation can be constructed from the solutions obtained in this way.
Using ͑21͒, ͑22͒, and ͑25͒ in ͑26͒ to leading order we obtain ͑dropping tildes͒ a n nϪ1 ϩ a n * nϪ1 ϭϪ
First consider nϭ1. In this case, equating coefficients of 0 and Ϯ1 in ͑28͒ we deduce
͑29͒
This gives two ͑dynamically unimportant͒ modes: one corresponding to a neighboring steady state in which the radius of the vortex patch has increased slightly (ϭ0) and another to a rotational degree of freedom which is removed by insisting a 1 *ϭa 1 .
Now consider nϭ2. In this case, comparing coefficients of Ϯ1 we obtain the two equations
Note that because a 2 , a 2 * , b, and b* are assumed to be independent, Eqs. ͑30͒ constitute two equations for four independent variables. We therefore require two more equations. These follow from the dynamical equations for the evolution of the central line vortex which we have yet to write down. By the Helmholtz vortex theorems, 18 it is known that a line vortex moves with the non-self-induced component of the local velocity field. In this case, this can be shown to be equivalent to the ͑linearized͒ equation
This equation, together with its complex conjugate, provide the two additional equations needed to supplement ͑30͒. These equations lead to a standard eigenvalue problem for a 4ϫ4 matrix all of whose eigenvalues are found to be zero.
For all nу3, equating coefficients of Ϯ(nϪ1) and Ϯ1 in ͑26͒ yields a n ϭ ia n 2 , a n *ϭϪ ia n * 
and where D(t) is the perturbed vortex patch, F(z,t) is analytic inside D(t) and G(z,t) is analytic outside D(t) and is
is a standard Riemann-Hilbert problem. The solution for F(z,t) is given by
the second equality following because all the points
N͖ are inside D(t).
The linearly perturbed conformal map, and its conjugate function, are assumed to be of the form
where ⑀Ӷ1 is a small parameter. Perturbations to the line vortex positions are denoted
The circulations of the line vortices do not change under perturbation. The functions ẑ () have expansions of the form
where ͕â n * ͖ are assumed independent of ͕â n ͖. The expansion ͑39͒ is truncated at order (N/2)Ϫ1 where N is an even integer. The choice of N is discussed shortly. Defining the quantities k0 to be the preimages in the plane of the points ͕z k0 ͖, i.e.,
then the quantities ͕ k ͉kϭ0¯N͖ are defined via the equa-
To leading order in ⑀,
Similarly,
͑43͒
Here the set ͕ k *͉kϭ0,...,N ͖ is again assumed independent of the set ͕ k ͉kϭ0,...,N͖.
The Riemann mapping theorem provides the freedom to specify that z͑0,t ͒ϭ0, ͑44͒
so that a 0 ϭa 0 *ϭ0, while to eliminate a rotational degree of freedom we impose a 1 ϭa 1 * . After truncation, the total set of unknowns is then
͑45͒
A set of Nϩ2NϪ1 equations is required to determine these unknowns. By composition of analytic functions, we can define
and similarly F () via
To find F (), first note that because F(z,t) is analytic inside D(t) then it has a Taylor series of the form
It can be shown from ͑36͒ that
These coefficients depend on ⑀. Linearizing for small ⑀, so that
it follows that
and
͑52͒
Some algebra reveals that, to leading order in ⑀, the linearized kinematic boundary condition reduces to the simplified form
͑53͒
Equation ͑53͒ is linear in the perturbation quantities with coefficients which depend nonlocally on the base-state equilibrium. To find equations for the unknowns, the representations ͑39͒, ͑42͒, and ͑43͒ are substituted into ͑53͒ and the equation expanded as a Laurent series in between Ϫ(N/2)ϩ2 and (N/2)Ϫ2 . The infinite sum appearing in ͑53͒ is truncated, consistently, after the kϭ(N/2)Ϫ2 term. Equating coefficients on both sides of ͑53͒ then provides NϪ3 equations.
The fact that the line vortices are convected with the ͑non-self-induced͒ local velocity provides the additional equations
for kϭ0,1,...,N. The Nϩ1 equations ͑54͒, together with their complex conjugates, provide the additional 2Nϩ2 equations required for a closed, consistent linear system.
The set of unknowns ͑45͒ is vectorized to produce a vector x. The NϪ1ϩ2N equations derived above lead to a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form
AxϭBx, ͑56͒
where the matrices A and B depend purely on the ͑exact͒ base-state equilibrium. To find these matrices, all Taylor/ Laurent coefficients of functions of the base-state conformal map ͑and its derivatives and integrals͒ are computed by evaluating these functions at M points on the unit circle and using fast-Fourier transforms. The following choices are made; N is taken to be a power of 2 and M is taken to be at least two powers of 2 higher ͑typically Mϭ4N͒ in order to avoid unacceptable aliasing errors. The accuracy of all calculations is checked by independently altering N and M. Most of the results which follow use Nϭ64 and Mϭ256.
C. Checks on the linear stability analysis
It is known that the dynamics of point vortices and patches of uniform vorticity is Hamiltonian. 18 Therefore, any eigenvalues that do not occur as pure-real or pure-imaginary pairs will occur in complex conjugate quartets. This provides a first check on the numerical code.
For any steady state, there exists a neighboring equilibrium corresponding to a different value of R, i.e., an equilibrium with a slightly different patch area. In addition, we expect two additional zero eigenvalues associated with perturbations which shift the vortex centroid of the vortical structure in either of the two coordinate directions. For any a and N, we therefore expect to find at least three zero eigenvalues. This is found to be the case. These modes are recognized and discarded-only perturbations which preserve the area and centroid of the vortex patch are considered.
As an important check on the general eigenmodes corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues, the linear perturbation of the patch area and patch centroid for these modes are computed and it is verified that these perturbations are indeed zero ͑to within the accuracy of the numerical method͒. It is also known that angular momentum is another quantity which is conserved by the linearized Euler equations and an additional check is provided by verifying that all modes with nonzero eigenvalue indeed have an associated zero linear perturbation in angular momentum. It is also verified that in the case where Nϭ0 ͑so that the steady state is the monopolar shielded Rankine vortex͒ the spectrum found analytically in Sec. III A is retrieved.
A note on a limitation of the numerical method. The method uses a Taylor expansion ͑48͒ of F(z,t) and as a →a crit (N) it must be expected that it will become increasingly inaccurate for fixed values of N and M as a result of attempting to evaluate an expansion close to its radius of convergence. Indeed, for a-values sufficiently far from a crit (N) it is found that independently increasing N and M does not affect the results of the eigenvalue calculation; however if a is too close to a crit (N) the spectrum is susceptible to significant changes as the order of the spectral method is increased. Thus, using the above method, the linear stability of solutions with values of a too close to a crit (N) cannot be reliably computed.
D. Results
Results are presented for ϭ1; growth rates for other values of are obtained by multiplication. For each Nу2, the maximum linear growth rate ͑i.e., the magnitude of the real part of the eigenvalue with the largest positive real part͒ is calculated for different values of a within the range of existence of the solutions. From ͑16͒, it is seen that the values of a crit (N) are all around 1.25 for Nϭ2,...,5. Using N ϭ64, it is found that the numerical method just described can adequately resolve the linear stability spectrum for aу1.35 ͑although for Nϭ2, aϭ1.4 is the smallest value that can be used reliably͒.
It is found that the tripolar solutions with Nϭ2 are linearly unstable for all choices of a. The maximum linear growth rate in this case is shown in Fig. 9 . The case Nϭ3 is distinguished and the solutions are found to be neutrally stable for all a values that can be calculated reliably using the method employed. While no eigenvalues with nonzero real part are found, seven zero eigenvalues are found. This is true for all other values of N. One corresponds to a neighboring steady state with different area, another two correspond to modes in which the vortex centroid is displaced. The remaining four zero eigenvalues appear to correspond to nontrivial neutral states indicating the possibility of neighboring steady solutions, but this is not investigated further here. For present purposes, the important fact is that no eigenvalues with nonzero real part are found.
For the cases Nϭ4, 5, and 6 which were investigated in detail, it is found that for large a the solutions are linearly unstable. However, as a falls below some critical value ͑de-noted a stab (N) ͒ the configurations become neutrally stable, with any real eigenvalues passing through the origin and becoming pure imaginary. Calculations using Nϭ64 produce the values a stab (4) are shown in Fig. 9 . It is conjectured that values of a stab (N) at which there is an exchange of stability exist for all higher values of N. This was checked explicitly for N up to 8.
It is also observed from inspection of the corresponding eigenmodes for large a and M ϭ2 that the most unstable eigenmodes are associated with displacement of the central line vortex while for M ϭ4 and M ϭ5 the most unstable modes are associated with displacement of the satellite line vortices with no motion of the central line vortex.
The work of Morikawa and Swenson 19 involving line vortices is consistent with many of these results, especially in the parameter range a→ϱ. For large a, the vortex patch becomes large compared to the separation of the line vortices and it becomes near-circular in shape. The role of the patch can then be interpreted as providing an overall bulk rotation such as to cancel the rotation that the line vortex configuration would otherwise have if placed in a field of irrotational fluid. In this case, it is reasonable to expect that the stability properties of the localized line vortex configuration might be inherited from the results of Morikawa and Swenson. 19 An asymptotic analysis of ͑2͒ as a→ϱ reveals that bϳ 2Na
Using ͑1͒ and ͑8͒ it follows that
This fact facilitates comparison with (5) because, for these small values of a, the nontrivial shape of the ambient vortex patch must be assumed to be having some effect on the equilibrium other than simply cancelling out the rotation that the line vortex configuration would otherwise have if the patch is absent. Nevertheless, the above linear stability results are qualitatively consistent with Morikawa and Swenson. 19 The above results are further consistent with Morikawa and Swenson 19 in that, for Nϭ2, they also find that the instability is associated with perturbations of the central line vortex while, for Nϭ4, it is the satellite vortices that are unstable.
IV. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION
The purpose of this section is to examine to what extent the results of the linear stability analysis manifest themselves in the nonlinear evolution of the perturbed equilibria of Ref.
1. It is not our aim to present an exhaustive study of the nonlinear stability of the solutions.
A fortuitous property of the class of exact solutions found in Crowdy 1 is that they are a hybrid of two of the most well-studied mathematical idealizations of two-dimensional vortex dynamics, i.e., line vortices and uniform vortex patches. This important fact implies that the nonlinear evolution of this class of solutions can be studied using contour dynamics methods as originally expounded by Deem and Zabusky. 12 An adapted version of the contour surgery code as developed by Dritschel 20 is now used to examine the typical nonlinear evolution of the multipolar solutions of Ref. 1 .
The contour surgery code of Dritschel 20 is modified by adding 2Nϩ2 nonlinear ordinary differential equations governing the x and y positions of the Nϩ1 line vortices superposed on the vortex patch. By the Helmholtz vortex theorems 18 it is known that line vortices move with the nonself-induced local velocity. Several runs of the modified code consisting purely of an N-polygonal array of co-rotating line vortices is made for various values of N. The angular velocity ⍀ of steady rotation is well known to be given as
where r 0 is the radial distance of each line vortex from the origin, and ⌫ is the circulation of each vortex. 18 This provides a check that the supplementary equations describing the line vortex motion have been correctly added to the contour dynamics algorithm.
In the following calculations we choose ϭ1. In the calculations which follow, time is scaled with 2. 
A. Shielded Rankine vortex
While it was shown in Sec. III A that the shielded Rankine vortex solution is neutrally stable, this implies nothing about its nonlinear stability. In this section, we show the results of imposing the following azimuthal-mode m perturbation to the circular boundary rϭ1 ͑where r denotes the usual radial polar coordinate͒ of the shielded Rankine vortex
where is the polar angular variable and A represents a measure of the size of the perturbation. In linear theory, A is taken to be small; however, we do not impose this restriction. We also show the results of perturbing a regular Rankine vortex to exactly the same perturbation. The purpose is to examine whether a shielded Rankine vortex, if perturbed strongly enough, can nonlinearly destabilize into a multipolar vortex structure. Carton 4 has shown that provided the initial perturbation is strong enough, the two-contour Rankine vortex can destabilize into higher-order multipolar structures although they tend not to be long lived. Morel and Carton 7 show that a three-contour Rankine vortex destabilizes into higher-order multipolar structures. As mentioned in Ref. 1, the shielded Rankine vortex is a limit of the ͑shielded͒ two-contour Rankine vortex in which the enclosed central patch of vorticity is taken to a line vortex limit. It is therefore feasible that a suitably perturbed shielded Rankine vortex might exhibit similar qualitative behavior to the unstable monopoles considered in Ref. 7 . Figures 11 and 12 answer this question in the affirmative. Figure 11 shows the vortical configuration, at time t ϭ3, of a shielded Rankine vortex with an initial mode-3 perturbation of the kind ͑60͒ of magnitude Aϭ0. 4 . This represents a finite-amplitude perturbation and it is clear that the vortex boundary folds in on itself in such a way as to form a very distinct quadrupolar structure. A threefold rotational symmetry is generally preserved and each satellite vortex region has roughly the same circulation which is opposite to the overall circulation of the central region. Also shown ͑rightmost͒ in Fig. 11 is the state of a regular Rankine vortex at the same time in the evolution, having been exposed to exactly the same perturbation. While the residues of thin filaments that have been excised from the patch during the evolution are clearly seen, there is no well-defined multipolar formation in this case. Figure 12 shows the response after t ϭ3 of a mode-5 perturbation of slightly smaller amplitude Aϭ0.3 and it is clear that a well-defined sextapolar structure has developed. In contrast, the state at tϭ3 of a similarly perturbed regular Rankine vortex ͑also shown͒ does not exhibit the same distinctive multipolar formation. These preliminary nonlinear calculations highlight the crucial role played by the presence of the central line vortex in the formation of multipolar structures.
B. General equilibria of Ref. 1
First, several runs of the contour surgery code are made in which the initial vortical configurations are given with no perturbation added. The contour surgery threshold parameter is set at 0.1 so that there are typically between 100-150 points on each contour. More distorted shapes are described using more points. The time step is also chosen carefully in order to avoid stiffness problems when a is large so that the line vortices are close together. Figures 13-15 show the responses, by time tϭ5, of unperturbed tripolar, quadrupolar and pentapolar vortices. In all cases, the initial states are seen to remain stationary under evolution of the contour dynamics equations for a certain period of time. Eventually, small numerical errors seed the growth of any linearly unstable modes. The tripole in Fig. 13 is seen to asymmetrically decompose into a monopolar and dipolar structure. The initial stages of the instability are char- On the other hand, Fig. 14 highlights the fact that a quadrupole remains stationary and unperturbed for extended periods. This is consistent with the linear stability analysis which reveals that there are no unstable linear modes in this case. This calculation also provides a reassuring check that the contour surgery code has been correctly adapted to take account of the superposed line vortices. Figure 15 shows the decomposition into a dipole and three monopoles of an initially unperturbed pentapolar vortex with parameters Nϭ4 and aϭ2.0. This configuration has a maximum linear growth rate of Ϸ0.75 and, distinct from the case of the tripole where the most unstable eigenmode is predominantly associated with displacements of the central line vortex, here the most unstable eigenmode has zero perturbation of the central vortex and only displacements associated with the satellite line vortices. This is consistent with the nonlinear evolution where the satellites are seen to destabilize first with the central vortex position unchanged ͑see the middle diagram of Fig. 15͒ . It is worth pointing out that, for certain values of a, the satellite line vortices were sometimes seen to engage in a curious ''dance'' around the central line vortex, with the patch remaining mostly stationary.
Morikawa and Swenson
19 observed similar phenomena in the case of even numbers of satellite line vortices and provided the perturbation size was small enough. They referred to them as ''nonlinear periodic oscillations.'' This line vortex phenomenon may be related to a relaxation oscillation associated with a heteroclinic orbit in the dynamics of a 5-line vortex system as recently studied by Nakaki. 21 The nonlinear evolution of perturbed equilibria is now examined. The class of perturbations which have been considered in most detail are those in which all satellites are symmetrically displaced inwards or outwards by a certain amount. To show the effect of this perturbation on linearly stable configurations, Fig. 16 shows the nonlinear response of an aϭ1.37 quadrupolar vortex to a perturbation in which all satellite line vortices are initially displaced to a radial distance 1.1 from the central line vortex. Minor rearrangement of the patch vorticity takes place but the configuration is structurally robust and, after a short period of adjustment, the overall structure rotates in an anticlockwise direction. If the satellites are moved inwards by 0.1, there is a more dramatic rearrangement of the patch vorticity but again the structure retains its overall quadrupolar form and rotates in a clockwise direction. This behavior of the perturbed quadrupoles with the associated reorganization of the vorticity ͑which includes some filamentation events and surgery and therefore small losses in total circulation͒ is highly suggestive of the configuration adjusting itself to relax into a neighboring ͑rotating͒ equilibrium. ͑See Fig. 17 .͒
We now explore the nonlinear evolution of pentapolar structures on either side of the linear stability boundary. Figure 18 shows the evolution of an aϭ1.65 pentapolar vortex when all satellites are moved outwards by 0.1. Figure 19 shows the evolution of a pentapolar structure with aϭ1.4 under the same perturbation. The former configuration has a linear growth rate of approximately 0.35 while the latter sits on the linear stability boundary. In common with the linearly stable quadrupolar vortices, it is found that the aϭ1.4 pentapolar vortex undergoes a mild rearrangement of the patch vorticity and rotates ͑anticlockwise͒ without any significant change of structural form right up to tϭ10. In contrast, by tϭ7.5, the aϭ1.65 vortex structure has disintegrated completely.
The results of a large number of experimental runs sug- On the other hand, linearly stable configurations are found to simply rotate steadily for extended periods of time. An additional illustration of this is provided in Figs. 20 and  21 which show configurations, with aϭ1.4 and aϭ1.3 , respectively, for Nϭ8. Again, the equilibria are perturbed by moving the satellites outwards by 0.1. As in the pentapolar case, the aϭ1.4 case ͑which, it is found, has a maximum linear growth rate of 0.31͒ has disintegrated by tϭ7.5, while the aϭ1.3 configurations ͑which are neutrally stable according to linear theory͒ rotates steadily up to the termination of the calculations. These results suggest that this perturbation constitutes a linear one. In general, it is reasonable to expect that what constitutes a linear perturbation will depend on the equilibrium being perturbed. Nevertheless, these limited nonlinear calculations reveal that linear stability theory can provide a useful guide to the nonlinear fate of these vortex structures. Moderate nonlinear perturbation seems generally to result in one of two long-term consequences: a steadily rotating structure or complete structural disintegration. The linear stability boundaries seem to provide a good working guide to which of these two eventualities occurs in any particular case.
V. DISCUSSION
The stability properties of the exact solutions in Ref. 1 have been found to be consistent with results on the stability of multipolar vortices obtained by previous investigators except in the case of the tripolar solutions within this class. It is known that tripoles can be stable structures while those found in Ref. 1 appear to be linearly unstable in all admissible configurations. It has been found that only the quadrupoles are neutrally stable in all configurations-a result consistent with general observations on the robustness of quadrupoles made by previous investigators. It seems to be generally accepted in the literature that tripoles and quadrupoles are the only possible stable structures. In contrast, the above results illustrate that there exist zero-total-circulation multipolar structures of order Nу4 ͑i.e., pentapoles and higher͒ which are both neutrally stable and nonlinearly robust, although this is only true provided a is sufficiently small. Physically, this corresponds to the satellites being far enough away from the center of the structure and the ambient patch sufficiently deformed. It is interesting that, in their investigations of a rather different class of pentapolar structures evolving in a contour surgery simulation, Morel and Carton also report ͑in As for the tripolar solutions, we conjecture that the combined constraints that the total structure has zero circulation and be nonrotating force the respective strengths of the central and satellite line vortices to be such that linear stability of the configuration is not possible. Perhaps generalized equilibria involving line vortices superposed on a patch which are allowed to rotate steadily will produce a class of stable tripolar structures. It is unlikely, however, that this generalized rotating class will be describable in exact mathematical form ͑although, it is worth pointing out that a class of exact rotating equilibria have recently been found 14 using an analysis similar to that used in Ref. 1͒. It must be remembered that the solutions of Ref. 1 are a mathematically exact subclass ͑and hence, a rather special class͒ of the general class of multipolar vortices. A priori, there is no reason to suppose that this special class will share any of the stability properties of the general class even though the exact equilibria exhibit many of the defining qualitative features of the more general class ͑see the discussion in Ref. 1͒. However, as this paper has shown, the tripolar solutions appear to be the only ones whose stability properties are atypical of general tripolar vortices.
Owing to the choice of method used, it has not been possible to study the linear stability of the limiting configurations discussed in Sec. I, nor indeed, configurations that are too close to limiting. However, several calculations for different N were performed for a values close to a crit (N) and with the order of the spectral method taken to be much larger than the Nϭ64 used to obtain the results reported here. In all such calculations, as the order of the spectral method is increased, the real parts of the spectrum tended to disappear thereby suggesting that the states very close to limiting are in fact neutrally stable. However, we make no definite statement on this matter until a method capable of more accurately computing these linear stability spectra is implemented. 
